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- How does the labor market depart from this ideal situation?
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  - *Heterogeneity* leads to worse hires: a firm may fail to hire the worker with the best skills for the job.
- Workers may know more about how good they are than firms do, and firms may know more about how good they are than workers do:
  - *Asymmetric information* leads to worse hires: e.g. a firm may hire workers who presented themselves as qualified but turn out to be incompetent.
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- Inequality: why are some workers more likely to be unemployed? Why do some workers make lower wages and some higher?
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- "Ban the box" increases asymmetric information because employees know more about their criminal records than prospective employers.
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- Yes! In directed search models.
- In directed search models, firms post their job type and the wage they offer so that all prospective candidates can see these specifications.
- Workers decide where to apply, trading off the wage they would make if hired with the probability of being hired.
- For firms, lower wages increase profits but decrease the probability of hiring: optimal trade-off is made.
- In many versions of directed search models, outcomes are efficient.
- Lesson from theory to improve matching efficiency: firms should post all relevant information in a way that is easy to access by potential candidates.
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Matching frictions: how important are they?

- Do workers know where to find jobs, are employers able to attract the right candidates?

Marinescu & Wolthoff (2017): job titles are used by firms to communicate their job type, and by workers to direct their applications.

Only 20% of jobs post a wage. More than 90% of the variation in wages is explained by job titles.

Neglecting job titles: higher wage jobs get fewer applications!

Wages play a supportive role: within a job title, higher wage jobs get more (7% more for 10% wage increase) and better applicants.
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- Horton (2017) studies ODesk (now Upwork). Employers got up to six candidate recommendations based on their job opening. The job filling rate increased by 20% in technical jobs, and recommended candidates did not displace organic candidates.
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- During the Great Recession, the duration of unemployment insurance benefits was multiplied by 3 in many states, from 26 to 99 weeks.

Unemployment insurance decreases applications: 10% increase in the duration of benefits decreases applications by 1%.

Unemployment insurance does not affect the number of vacancies, so applications per vacancy decrease.

This reduction in the competition for jobs means that the market is less congested: probability of a match for a given application goes up, and this partially counteracts the overall decline in applications.
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